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What is this     ?

 The comment bubbles contain notes which were 
documented during the Instructor Web-conference 
Sessions held on January 13 and 19, 2011 

 For more information on each slide’s topic, please click on 
the comment bubble to read the presenter’s notes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click here for more information about a slide. 



Meet and Greet

 Introductions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m Carolyn Eberhard, NHI Instructor Liaison, and I’d like to welcome all of you to our Web conference. LillyPinto and Bud Cribbs, Training Program Manager, are here with me today.  I’d like her to take this opportunity to explain how we will proceed today.  



Today’s Agenda

 2009 Instructors of Excellence and Administrative Team Award 
Recipients

 Differences in Host Policies

 Instructor’s Role – Representing FHWA/NHI

 Room Set-Up for Maximum Learning

 Assessments and Grades

 Refresher on Administrative Packages
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review of Web-conference agenda.	



Agenda (continued)

 Instructor Development Course (IDC) Tentative Schedule for FY 2011

 Time frame for taking the IDC & seeking NHI Certification

 CEUs vs. PDHs

 2011 NHI Course Catalog
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review of agenda continued. 



List of Acronyms

 CEU -- Continuing Education Unit

 COTR -- Contracting Officers Technical Representative

 IG -- Instructor Guide

 PDH -- Professional Development Hours

 POC -- Point of Contact

 PW -- Participant Workbook

 TPM -- Training Program Manager

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These abbreviations are used throughout the presentation.



FY 2009 Instructors of Excellence & 
Administrative Team Awards
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Allred, Craig Denny, Richard
Atayee, Tamim Doctor, Mark
Barnes, Lisa Donnelly, Rick   ***
Bartsch, Jonathan Dowell, Paula
Brown, Dan Duman, Michael
Browne, Terence Falk, Bruce
Burnett, Darrell Fickett, Andrew
Collin, James Fish, Phillip
Correa, Angel Fitzgerald, William
Cress, Milo Furniss, Brian
Cossaboon, Bert Gedris, William

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to take this opportunity to Congratulate all of the FY 2009 Instructors of Excellence and the Administrative Team Awardees.All of the recipients have received a congratulatory letter and plaque. The Companies that received the Administrative Team Award were also given plaques.  Lets take a minute and review the list of recipients. 



2009 Instructors of Excellence  & 
Administrative Team Awards
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Gorrill, George Ladyka, Ronald
Grachen, David  *** Lagassee, Peter
Hannigan, Patrick Landis, Bruce
Huffman, Christopher Lindauer, Owen
Hughes, Michael Lowe, Scott
Hunt, John Mann, Eric
Ingram, Le’Angela  *** Merryman, Robert
Jackson, Dennis McKool, Joseph  ***
Julian, Frank Moore, Keith
Kilgore, Roger Morris, Johnny
Killen, Susan Nagata, Mark  ***



2009 Instructors of Excellence & 
Administrative Team Award

Nieman, Stephen Rowe, Jeffery
O’Connell, Charles Ryan, Thomas
O’Donnell, Larry Schall, James
Petritsch, Theodore Shaw, Jeff
Plano, Steven Suciu-Smith, Deborah  ***
Pluto, Ted Spann, Dee
Ranck, Fred Stein, Stuart
Reid, Carlene Stryker, Andrew   ***
Reser, David Testa, Dean  ***
Richardson, Jerry Thomas, Gary
Rosenshine, Nancy  *** Towne, Douglas
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2009 Instructors of Excellence & 
Administrative Team Awards

Wackerly, John
Webster, Christopher
Zimmerman, Kathryn  ***
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Organizations Receiving Administrative Award:
Applied Pavement Technology, Inc Perform Tech, Inc.
Infrastructure Engineers, Inc. Trauner Consulting Services,

Inc. 
Parsons Brinckerhoff

*** Indicates Administrative Team Award Recipients

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we started giving this recognition three years ago (FY 2007); there were only 3 recipients of the Instructor’s of Excellence and 5 Administrative Team Member Awards.  In FY 2008 there were 12 recipients of the Instructor’s of Excellence and 3 Administrative Team Member Awards.As you can see, in FY 2009 we have 67 recipients for the Instructor’s of Excellence and 10 Administrative Team Individual Awards and 5 Administrative Team Award for Organizations.



Differences in Host Policies

 How to handle differences in Host Policy

 Host/Local Coordinator Checklist

 Instructor Checklist

 Safety Precautions and Considerations

TRAINING DAY:

8 HOUR DAY

6 HOURS OF INSTRUCTION

1 HOUR LUNCH

4 – 15 MINUTE BREAKS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the last few months, some instructors have expressed concerns about either the facilities set-up or start and end times for the host organization.Due to either labor laws or in house policies, Start and End times seem to vary by State/Organization.  For example:  Connecticut DOT – Newington – Everyone must be out of the facility by 4:00 p.m.    In order to deliver all of the material (including interaction and exam) it is necessary to adjust start time and maybe lunch break and regular breaks during the lessons.  All of our classes are designed for 6 hours of instruction a day, so the agenda and delivery should reflect that.  It is important for you as the instructor to talk to the local coordinator prior to the class to learn of any variations their organization may have.  It should not be a surprise when you arrive to begin teaching.Classroom set-up is another issue brought up by instructors.  The classroom is sometimes set-up in an a atrium style instead of classroom style (chairs facing instructor behind tables facing front of classroom or for some courses in pods.  Also the room should be conducive to learning.  For example:  One class was set-up in a classroom with 7 foot drop ceilings and a full size screen.  Issue: the screen size caused the image almost touch the floor.  There were 30 participants and the ones near and in the back could not see the entire screen.  Also in one facility the class was held in a lab.  Lots of interesting things there.  Also one Host scheduled the course in the University of SC Football Stadium.  Rooms that are filled to the brim can pose some safety issues.  Be particularly aware of anyone in the class that might need special assistance if there were an emergency that arises.  Visual or Hearing Impaired and participants in wheel chairs are some of the individuals you should become aware.  That is part of your 504 responsibility is for the physical safety in the classroom.  For example, one visually impaired participant wanted to take the test with them and then mail it back to the Instructor.  This is not acceptable, however, Instructor could take a copy of the test to a Xerox machine and get it printed very large so that the participant could take the test in the class room, or an Instructor could read the questions to the participant and mark their answers.  Reasonable accommodations.On the NHI Website there are two documents that will help/guide you when discussing any of the items we have just discussed.  As a matter of fact, in the front of the IG there should be a list of items that you need to check with the local coordinator prior to the training.  Both the Host/Local Coordinator and the Instructor Checklist will be revised to includes these issues.  There is guidance in the checklists, but I’m not sure how many hosts review them.Please keep us informed of any challenges you’re facing prior to the session if possible because once you’re there it will be more difficult to deal with the issues.  Better not to be surprised. 



Instructor’s Role – Representing FHWA

 FHWA Instructors

 Contract Instructors
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the last few months we’ve observed some behavior that did not reflect the professionalism that we/NHI expect from a few Instructors.Examples:  Negative comments about course material such as “THEY” meaning FHWA/NHI either removed or added material that was inappropriate; General conveyance that it is us (the instructor/participants) verses them FHWA; Making the class all about yourself instead of the participant.I understand that there are times when policies or regulations have changed and they may not have been officially added to the current course material; however, pointing the finger at anyone and placing the blame on them is very unprofessional.  In situations where something significant has changed, the instructor should get in touch with their Project Manager/Training Program Manager/COTR and raise the issue and ask for or suggest a solution to the issue and then share that information with participants without a condemning attitude.  These issues are taken very seriously and will be dealt with by NHI.Bottom line, you are Representing FHWA by Instructing our courses, so be professional in your performance.



Room Set-Up for Maximum Learning

 Differences between a classroom and conference room set-up – How 
are the chairs facing?

 Classroom Style

 Pod Style

 U Shape

Class Size:

 Minimum of 20

 Maximum of 30 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We discussed this earlier but I just wanted to remind you again on what may impact your delivery.  If the room is not set-up properly, you will not have maximum learning.  (U-Shape is good for smaller groups – It can facilitate discussion)On rare occasion, the Training Program Manager (only the Training Program Manager) can increase the number of participants in a session.  



Assessments and Scores

 Assessment in Instructor Guide

 Take time to conduct assessment

 Grading assessment

 Participants should NOT be grading each other’s assessment 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to receive CEUs, Participants must attend 100% of the class, score at least 70% on the assessment.  If participant makes arrangements prior to emergency time off from the session with the Instructor, makes up the material missed, and the Instructor is confident that those conditions have been met, can give them 100% attendance.The assessment tool is included the the IG so that each instructor will have a copy and be prepared to train.  Not only will the instructor be sure that the assessment tool is on site but the integrity of that assessment will be maintained.Xerox only the number needed for the session and make sure all copies that were passed out are collected at the end of the session.Weather conditions could result in one of the instructors not being there for t he class, so all of the instructional material will be in each instructor’s possession.A question was asked about how much time do you give participants to take the exam.   Rule of thumb:Depending of the number of questions, 1 – 20 usually 20 – 30 minutes or if there are more, you may want to give them at least an hour.   



Refresher on Administrative Packages

PRECOURSE

 Contents of Administrative Packages

 What to do if entire Administrative Package is not on-site when class 
begins

 Send requests directly to Mark.Klinge@dot.gov instead of the 

nhimaterials@dot.gov

 Mark Klinge’s Phone Number: (703) 235-0552

POST COURSE

 Responsibility for returning complete Administrative Package to NHI

 What happens if Administrative Package is not complete nor received 
at NHI
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contents of the Administrative Package:  Roster, Sign-in Sheets, Participant Registration Forms, Course Evaluation Forms, Tent Cards, Name Tags, Pencils, copy of the NHI Catalog.Even if a Host wants you, the instructor to use their sign-in sheet or evaluations, you still must have participants fill out the specific NHI Forms as well.

mailto:Mark.Klinge@dot.gov�
mailto:nhimaterials@dot.gov�


 Collect each Participant Registration From

 Complete the bottom portion of the form prior to sending it to NHI

 Attendance, Score, Pass/Fail/Did Not Take Test

 Return the completed forms and exam to NHI with the other 
administrative forms in the packet.
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Participant Registration Form

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If participant did not sign-in each a.m. and p.m., the area on attendance should be marked no, test score, and fail.  If a participant missed a session and works out make-up activities with the instructor, that information should be noted on the sign-in sheet.  Otherwise, when the package is reviewed, we’ll assume the participant did not attend and didn’t make up the material and therefore did not meet one of the two requirements for receiving CEUs, which is to attend an entire session and score at least 70% on the exam.  Some participants may not be interested in CEUs but the same principles apply.  The bottom of the Participant Registration Form  should reflect each participant's situation.If participant did not take the test/exam then zeros should be marked in all the score areas, and fail and did not take test should be in that particular area.



Instructor Development Course (IDC) 
Schedule 
3.5 Day IDC

 2/15-18/2011 - Arlington, VA  (Cancelled)

 5/17-20/2011 - Austin, TX

 5/31-6/3/2011 - Lakewood, CO

 6/14-17/2011 - Albany, NY

 7/19-22/2011 - Matteson, IL 

 9/20-23/2011 - Arlington, VA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To become an NHI Certified Instructor, taking the 3.5 or the 4.5 day class is the first step in the certification process.



Instructor Development Course (IDC)  
Schedule (continued)

4.5 Day IDC

 4/4-4/8/2011 - Washington, DC

 5/16-20/2011 - Arlington, VA

 8/15-19/2011 - Baltimore, MD
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Timeframe for attending IDC and 
seeking NHI Certification

 Contract Instructors:  Within one-year of the award of a delivery task 
order, Instructors should take the IDC and then request an observation 
for Certification

 FHWA Instructors:  Within one-year of the first time teaching a course, 
Instructors should take the IDC and then request an observation for 
Certification    (Each COTR May Have a Different Requirement)
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Timeframe for attending IDC and 
seeking NHI Certification (continued)

 If the Instructor took the IDC more than three-years ago and has not 
been certified, he/she must take the class again 

 3.5 day course is for Instructors using existing materials

 4.5 day course also provides skills on how to develop effective courses, 
serving on a course development team, or effectively modify existing 
course material
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The difference between the 3.5 and 4.5 day IDC course is explained below.



CEUs vs. PDHs

CEUs

 Participant requests transcript for NHIRegistrar

- Provides course title, date and location

PDHs

 Participant responsible for submitting information to the State Licensing 
Board (with the exception of FL)

Material to send SLB:

 Certificate of Training 

- Displays hours of instruction

 Copy of Course Agenda and Description (found on NHI Website)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the State of FL, participants need to send an e-mail to the NHI Registrar and we’ll submit the information.



2011 NHI Course Catalog

 New catalog will be updated daily on the NHI Web site, not 
just once a year

 NHI will print a copy for each active Instructor and distribute 
them by early March

 One copy will also be included in each Administrative 
Package

 The most up-to-date information can always be found on the 
NHI Web site
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again we’ll make every effort to make sure you each get a copy.  If you don’t receive one, please contact me and I’ll make sure you get a copy. 



Questions?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are there any other questions that need to be addressed?



Next NHI Instructor Web Conferences

If you would like to recommend a topic for our next Instructor Web
Conference, please send an e-mail to Carolyn.Eberhard@dot.gov or type
your suggestion in the Chat Pod.

NHI Web site:  www.nhi.fhwa.dot.gov
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mailto:Carolyn.Eberhard@dot.gov�
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